
The Jammer is powered by a built-in battery or 
from AC 220V mains. 

Case, transmitter with 220V power cable, Ethernet 
cable, operating documentation.

The Jammer is 

designed for intelligent 

and permanent 

counteraction to 

radio-controlled 

explosive devices 

(RCED) and for 

protection against 

unauthorized tapping, 

which is achieved by 

using special radio 

means operating in the 

working frequency 

range of the Jammer.

SHTIL-KS1000U
Portable intelligent Jammer for suppression within 

extended cellular and Wi-Fi  bandwidth



Тип устройства:
Диапазон подавляемых частот:

Режим работы:
Выходная мощность:
Потребляемая мощность:
Масса одного передатчика:
Габаритные размеры: 

малогабаритное
791…821 МГц (4G-700); 925…960 МГц (GSM900); 
1805…1880 МГц (GSM1800); 2110…2170 МГц 
(3G); 2570…2690 МГц (4G/LTE); 2400...2485 МГц 
(WiFi); 5150...5915 МГц (Hi-WiFi)
непрерывный, не менее 8 часов
не менее 12 Вт
не более 120 Вт
не более 3,5 кг
(307 × 230 × 111) ± 10 мм

Basic 

Features

Type:  
The suppressed frequency range: 

Operating time:

Min. power output: 
 

Weight of transmitter: 
Max weight of the case: 
Overall dimensions: 

Portable 
463...467.4 MHz; 746…821 MHz; 925…960 MHz; 
1805…1880 MHz; 2110...2170 MHz; 
2400...2485 MHz; 2496…2700 MHz; 
5150...5915 MHz   
• from 220V mains: minimum 8 hours  
• from the built-in battery: minimum 4 hours 
15.5 W  
Automatic air analysis and enabling the 
emission in the relevant frequency band
maximum 13.5 kg
5.5 kg
• transmitter (485 × 360 × 100) ± 10 mm     
• case (630 × 415 × 160) ± 10 mm

    � Due to low weight and small size the 

device and the area it protects can be 

easily repositioned depending the place of 

application

    • Long-term autonomous operation 
supported by the built-in battery adds to 

the mobility significantly and diversifies 
applications as compared to similar 

products

    � The intelligent product is capable of 

analyzing the air, and upon energy-based 

detection of a signal it enables emission of 

the relevant frequency band automatically

    • High rate of air scanning and jamming 
signal shaping

    � The process of control either with 

buttons on the transmitter or remotely via 

Ethernet is also concealed

    � The counteraction mode is activated 

with a button on the case, without 

opening the latter

    � The output power of each frequency 

letter within the range of 0.5 W to the 
maximum value is adjusted with buttons 
on the transmitter or via Ethernet

    � When the battery-powered 

transmitter is reconnected to the 220V 

mains, the power supply will switch to the 

external mains while the built-in battery 

will start simultaneously charging

    � The directional antenna system used 

in the Jammer enhances the counteraction 

to signals significantly and diversifies 
applications of the product

    � The Jammer’s transmitter can be used 

separately from the case when hung on a 

wall or put on a table

  

    � The Jammer is enclosed into a 

premium leather bag or a backpack which 

is free from any unmasking signs thus 

totally concealing the use of the product 

and has the aesthetic appearance of the 

premium segment
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